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CONFIDENTIAL

DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY
BERLIN STATION 766TH MILITARY INTELLIGENCE DETACHMENT
66TH MILITARY INTELLIGENCE GROUP
APO 09742

AEUTMI-O-G(CE)  10 September 1969

SUBJECT: PULLEY, Ingrid
DPOB: 20 January 1934, Halberstadt, Germany

Commanding Officer
766th MI Detachment
66th MI Group
ATTN: AEUTMI-OP-CE/CS
APO 09108

1. (U) Reference: Letter, this Station, dated 29 August 1969,
   Subject as above.

2. (C) Attached is one Agent Report reflecting, in summary, the
   results to date of Technical Coverage placed on SUBJECT.

3. (C) Information contained in the above referenced Agent Report is of
   intelligence interest only in-so-far as SUBJECT had positive MfS contact
   and any information related to HER pregnancy by, and marriage to an
   American serviceman in the United States is of security interest.

FOR THE COMMANDER:

[Signature]

1 Inc1:
as

C. A. ERICKSON, JR

Operations Officer

GROUP 3

DOWNGRADED AT 12 YEAR INTERVALS;
NOT AUTOMATICALLY DECLASSIFIED.

CONFIDENTIAL
WARNING NOTICE - SENSITIVE SOURCES AND METHODS INVOLVED

On 25, 26 August and 8 September 1969, Source BER-10 provided information regarding correspondence to SUBJECT, a summary of which is as follows:

Two personal letters, dated 20 August 1969 and 4 September 1969, addressed to SUBJECT from Sergeant Arthur Lee Jr., 105 Magnolia Court, Clarksdale, Mississippi, 38614, a Negro associate of SUBJECT, and two personal letters, dated 20 August 1969 and 3 September 1969, addressed to SUBJECT from Martha Lee, 411 Prince Street, Clarksdale, Mississippi, Arthur Lee's sister, indicated that SUBJECT is pregnant by Arthur Lee and that SUBJECT may go to the United States to marry him.

AGENT’S NOTES: Attention is invited to Agent Report by the undersigned, dated 15 August 1969, Subject as above, wherein SUBJECT'S Ministerium fuer Staatssicherheit (MfS-Ministry for State Security) contacts were reported, and Agent Report by the undersigned, dated 11 August 1969, Subject as above, reflecting the results of a military personnel file check on Arthur Lee.